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Legislative Apathy

’Financial Pit’
Awaiting SJS
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is rho third tamn a high quality education
in
series of firs articles doling Today, the state education picwith "mediocrity" at San Jose State
ture is clouding up.
College.
California students still may
By SANDI SANDERSON
obtain an education, but the
and
number of highly rated instructors is declining.
TOM MEAD
SJS strives to establish itself
;is a first rate college by attempting to show students, taxpayers
:ind educators that its Tower
Hall shadow is just as large as
the ones cast by Sproul Hall
and Hoover Tower.
However, this college, as well
:is all California State Colleges,
is sinking into a financial pit
created by a state legislature
which is mediocre in its college
thinking.
The biggest problem confronting college administrators is,
"When will our legislature allow
our college system to run on a
budget that isn’t second rate?"
ADEQl’ATE FINANCES
"San Jose State will rapidly
become a mediocre institution of
higher learning if we don’t receive an adequate financial base
in which to operate," Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of students,
declared.
"We have strong leadership
in Pres. Robert 13. Clark and
other members of the faculty.
To maintain the quality and
number of top-notch personnel,
we need more money." he added.
San Jose is typical of the
modern college. It is just coming
out of adolescence. Its rapid expansion has forced educators to
think only in terms of numbers.
"Our college now has to develop the brains to run its body,"
Bob Pisan, ASH president, declared.
However, to develop the real
brains of the college takes
money, and the California Legislature has linen slow in rewinding to this need.
USEO TO ROAST
California used to boast about
its fine educational system -its
opportunities tor students to ob.

LOW SALARY
"California is not in a desirable, competitive market for
instructors. With the low salary
schedule that we are offering
now, San Jose State is losing
qualified personnel to higher
paying jobs," John W. Gilbaugh,
dean of the college, said.
"We cannot continue our recruitment of high level faculty
members because of our loss ot
money in pay salaries. Qualified
instructors are drawn elsewhere," Robert J. Moore, dean
of the Division of Sciences and
Applied Arts, added.
According to many deans of
the college, SJS and other California State Colleges, used to
offer prospective faculty members top salary, excellent promotion chances and the best climate
in the country.
Today, our state college system can, at best, offer only the
last of these three.
NEED 111(iDS:11 SALARIES
"SJS, to maintain its high
standard of education, needs a
comparable high teachers’ salary
scale. For a long time, SJS could
do better in the way of financial
opportunities for prospective instructors.
"This, unfortunately, no longer
is true. Our past legislatures
have not given us enough money
to run the college at a high
standard of excellence," Dr.
William Sweeney, dean of the
Education Division, said.
Mediocrity can be eliminated
partially from this college only
when the legislature realizes
that SJS,- as well as all- -state
colleges, no longer needs to
prove its "merit" and worth to
the California higher educational
system.
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News Analyst
Shows Film
On Viet Nam
Ness s reporter Kenneth S. Armstrong will narrate color film observations of South Viet Nam in
Concert Hall today at 10:30 a.m.
The program, part of the ASB
lecture series, is open to students,
faculty and the public.
A specialist in world affairs,
Armstrong has concentrated on
the people and countries of Southeast Asia. He has spent over one
year of the last four living and
traveling throughout South Viet
Nam, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.
His months in South Viet Nam
provided background for his lecture.
With his helicopter guarded by
"gun planes" he flew above the
death-filled rice paddies, seeing
,..harpshooters blasted from palm
trees and helicopters disabled.

British Economics
Discussion Topic
At Seminar Here

No 92
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Academic Council Proposal

2,000 Enrollment Cut?
Ity MARK THAYER
Two thousand students expecting to come to SJS in the
fall may he left on the doorstep
if a resolution adopted Monday
by the Academic Council is approved by Pres. Robert D. Clark.
The resolution points out that
"an overload of approximately
1,000 students was carried on an
emergency basis during the academic year 1964-65."

college, 113 positions need to be
filled for the fall semester.
Sixteen have been filled, and
33 others are pending.
The resolutions says "If applicants for admission and/or readmission must be denied due to
lack of budgeted teaching faculty,
or due to the non-availability of
competent teaching faculty, students will be denied admission"
in this order:

"1) Graduate students (unspecified) not accepted into credential,
This overload becomes the nor- certificate or master’s degree
mal load in Governor Brown’s programs.
"bare bones" budget now before
"2) Undergraduate students as
the legislature.
determined by appropriate adThe California State College missions policy."
Board of Trustees has authorized
The 2,000 student total that may
an SJS full-time equivalent student body of 15,840 students for
the 1965-66 academic year.
The "bare bones" budget allots
funds for "15,272 full-time equivalent (FTE) students (based on
a faculty of 925 FTE positions)."
Full-time equivalent students
are students taking a 15 unit per
semester load.
The resolution was submitted
by Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, professor of history: Dr. William R.
Rogers, professor of education:
and Dr. James Heath, professor
of zoology.

not be admitted is based on two row to consider a statewide enrollment limitation.
figures.
The Board of Trustees has
stunumber
of
The first Is the
scheduled a rare special meeting
dents authorized by the trustees, on the same topic for March 31
subtracted by the number budget- at Los Angeles International Airport.
ed. This is a total of 568 students.
A reduction of 2,000 students
The second part of the total is in registration lines would make
based on the number of new fac- that bi-annual event seem like a
ulty members the college is able Santa Cruz weekend.
A resolution introduced earlier
to hire between now and Sepat Monday’s meeting noted that
tember.
it would be a "hardship to students
With 971 positions to be filled, and their families" to wait any
and based on a student-faculty longer on the enrollment limitaratio of 16.5 to one, the second tion proposal or to admit students
part of the 2,000 is 1,600.
who would find long registration
The statewide Academic Sen- lines with closed classes at their
ate will meet at the San Francisco end.
Steps to limit enrollment alState Downtown Center tomorready have been taken at the
California State College at Los
Angeles and Long Beach State.

Ben C. Roberts will discuss industrial relations and economic
problems in Britain, the European continent and the AfroAsian area at a special seminar
today for all industrial relations majors. The seminar will
he held in Cafeteria A and B at
3 p.m.
Dr. Roberts, head of the Department of Industrial Relations at
the London School of Economics,
is a visiting professor at the UniThe three men are the SJS
versity of California. He has aurepresentatives to the statewide
bored several hooks.
The seminar is sponsored by the Academic Senate.
Industrial Relations Club and the
According to Dr. Arthur H.
Institute of Industrial Relations. Price, assistant to the dean of the

ASB Group
To Discuss
Sympesiums

Campus Policy Committee will
present a philosophy on future
symposiums at today’s Student
r’ouncil meeting.
Seven criteria will decd"
Council’s stand on allocations to
any future symposiums.
Benefit to students, cost, conflicting activities, outside support,
student interest, planning and past
history will be considered.
If Council appro.’es the nan
posed philosophy, club: and organizations will side-step the
"mess" that Santha Club had t.,
face before be’n^, e -anted a $2,;is Fc’ :’’ 7Q
400 underwritin.-a
’ Approaches t" tl.c,
British West Indies. By 12:08 p.m. as before threatened to cut off
posium.
PST, the astronauts were picked communication during the final
prcsdent,
college
D.
Clark,
Robert
POSESDr.
PRESIDENT
Financial Advi cry Foard F.’ Tit
up by helicopter and brought to stages of reentry.
poses for Maynard D. Stewart, professor of art. This.. portrait
turned down the club’s original
the recovery ship, the carrier InTo combat this, the astronauts
inat
Dr.
Clark’s
Council
SJS
by
Student
will be presented to
request but Council overrode
trepid following a 22 minute ride. squirted water spray through this
auguration May 4. The portrait will hang in the proposed College
FAB’s veto.
As the ship descended, an ion- "Plasma sheat" to neutralize the
Dr.
presidents
two
former
SJS
Union along with the portraits of
Final accounting of Sangha
ized electrified sheath of air mole- ionization and make communicaMacQuarrie.
W.
Dr.
Thomas
John T. Wahlquist and the late
Club’s books show that the ASB
cules built up around the ship and tion possible.
General Fund Balance will be over
$550 richerthanks to the twolay symposium
Meeting yeste.alay, FAI1 :noged
to allocate an additional $650 to
the Intramural budget to make
up for a large growth in the Intramural basketball program.
Final action on the $650 alloSJS will be presented with a
cation is up to Council.
three-quarter-view portrait of Dr.
Robert D. Clark, college president,
at his inauguration May 4.
Student Council last semester
allocated $600 for the project and
$100 for a frame which will compliment the existing frames which
surround the portraits of former
SJS Presidents Dr. John T. Wahl Quist and the late Dr. Thomas’
W. MacQuarrie.
A visit to the studio of art, .
Maynard D. Stewart, proles,of art reveals that the "grisilletechnique is being used to portray
the president.
Stewart explained that by using
the "grisille" technique, "the pair’
ing is first done in browns an:
greys to establish the composition
of the drawing."
Color will be added later in the
painting Process.
The portrait is being painted
on a 34 by 50 inch canvas, This
is four inches longer and two
inches narrower than the two
previous portraits.
"I changed the size of the
trait because a longer format
ed the type of drawing I v
thru Friday
doing," Stewart commented.
landed in the Atlantic at 11:18 A.m. (PST).
SPACE TWINSU.S. Astronauts John W.
A member of the SJS (acid’s
The space flight recorded another "first" in hisYoung (left) and Virgil I. Grissom leave the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
since 1955, Stewart’s work is reptory when Grissom and Young maneuvered the
launch pad after a recent pre-flight simulation
resented in private collections
"right on campus"
craft from one orbit to another during flight.
in the Gemini 3 spacecraft. The team soared
throughout California and Utah.
into the sky at 6:24 a.m. (PST) yesterday and

Jerry Spolter lAmerican Astronauts
Enters Race
For Veep Job Maneuver Ship in Orbit
Jerry Spotter, presently a director of ASH committees, announced this morning his intention
to run for ASH vice president.
.enior
io,

JERRY SPOLTER
. . . veep candidate
representative, in the vice presi-

Compiled From UPI
Seventeen seconds after yesterday’s blastoff, ground control advised the Gemini 3 capsule, "You’re
on your way, Molly Brown," and
for the next three orbits Virgil
I. Grissom and John W. Young
made history as the first astmanauts to maneuver a spaceship
while in orbit.
The successful flight took off
from Pad 19 at Cape Kennedy at
6:24 am. PST, 24 minutes from a
perfect count down. The delay was
necessary to tighten a fitting when
a leak developed in a rocket oxidizer line.
A Titan 2 rocket generated
430,000 pounds of thrust to activate the world’s first proven demonstration of spacecraft steering
In orbit.
THRUSTERS FIRED
At 7:57 a.m. PST, while flying
over Texas on the first orbit,
some small rocket thrusters were
fired which changed the shape of
"Molly Brown’s" orbit.
Two hours and 20 minutes after
liftoff, while over the Indian Ocean
during the second orbit, Grissom
steered the spacecraft left to right.
In the final maneuver. the pilot
shifted the low point of his craft’s
flight from 97 to 52 miles, an altitude at which gravity and air drag
would be certain to bring it down
out of orbit in the course of time
if planned methods had failed.
76,000 MILE VOYAGE
To accomplish descent at the
pre -planned time and place, the
astronauts also fired four special
braking rockets at 10:57 a.m. PST,
thus starting to end their 76,000
mile voyage.
The astronauts reported by radio they were in good condition
after the landing hut had removed
their space suits for comfort and
more freedom of avtion.
Illejentlirtg-tooR place at 11:t8

dent ial race.
"Responsibility to the students
Is of primary concern," Spotter
said. "all others are secondary.
"S tudent government’s predominantly ’Mickey Mouse’ image
must be eliminated." he stated.
"Student government can be a
driving element aimed at integrally affecting each student,"
Spotter tickled.
Thy political mcitatee and history
major has served as a Freshman
Camp counselor, freshman representative to Student Council,
orientation leader and is currently
a member of Spartan Shields.
Students interested in assisting
Spotter in the eampaign tire urged
In meet tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in T1135.
Elections will be held Wednesa.m. PST in the waters of the
day and Thursday, April 28-29,

Artist To Finish
Clark’s Portrait
For Inauguration

ART
PRINT
SALE
TODAY
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West German-Israeli Pact
Backfires on Pres. Nasser

World Wire
orslINI
!LTD

Its

- ’I’ll ’PP hundred civil rights demonstrators, marching without Dr.
noI in Luther King Jr., sloshed down a rainswept Alabama high yesterday on the third leg of their mass march on Montgomery.
The 50 mile trek along U.S. 80 will be climaxed tomorrow
when a predicted 10,000 civil rights advocates converge on the Alabama capitol and seek a conference with Gov. George C. Wallace
ta p1’ test idleged discrimination against Negro voter applicants.
MORE FRAMES FOUND FROM STOLEN ART
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - Five more empty picture frames.
%%Inch once held part of a $1 million art collection stolen from a
Hillsborough mansion, vsere found in Islais Creek near San FranCIsCil Bay yesterday.
The frames were discovered about a quarter of a mile from the
spot where three other frames were found Monday.
Authorities said it was the largest art theft in West Coast history.
I NITRATION NOT TAKING HOLDRAFFERTY
PACIFIC GROVE IUPI -Superintendent of Public Instruction
Max Rafferty said Monday that school unification is not taking
hold fast enough in California.
The S15 extra offered by the state for each child in a unified
school district is like a financial carrot, Rafferty said, and is not
;Lzh
f a sI imnitts when people do not want to unify their schools.

Thrust and Parry

----

SpartacampA Success

1 PI

11111.

Clan.) to iraileisifin of die Arab
world.

NI-A%sONI

Foreign Nests Analyst

AGREE TO WITHDRAWAL

s a new era dawns for rela-

At an Arab League meeting

tions het %.eeii A ist Germany
and Israel, A ...terii
seeks to assess the effect
the man who started

it

1111

all.

When President Gamal Abdel
Nasser of the United Arab Reused his
public successfully
blackjack tactics to force suspension of West German arms
shipments to Israel, an end result he could not have wished
for would be establishment of
formal diplomatic relations between West Germany and Israel,
his greater enemy.
Yet that is close to becoming
reality.
It also brought about a not
wholly successful test of his

summoned in Cairo by Nasser,
of 13 members agreed to

10

withdraw

their

11111bassaclors

from Bonn in the event West
Germany
plans

to

went
establish

ahead
its

with
lornial

link with Israel.
Al Abram, an authoritative
Cairo newspaper, predicted that
Yemen, Iraq, Algeria, Kuwait
and Sudan would go along with
Nasser a step further. This
would be a formal break with
Bonn and recognition of Communist East Germany.
But there were dissenters.
Expressing doubts were Tunisia, Morocco and Libya.

Women:
After four years of
college, why settle
for just a job?

lo
esponse to the students
wig) inquired about ASR expenditures of our funds; I found
it copy ot the propised budget
’64-65 in the library. According
to this statement, the student
laxly works with a base of $300,000 a year.
Expenditures vary greatly;
starting with about 30 groups
that receive $10,000 or less. The
30 groups retsfive 14 per cent of
our budget. The athletic poi gram, including Women’s PE.
(’- flee, and Men’s PE, receives
45 per cent of our budget. oi
$133,387. From this amount
more than 70 per cent is used
in Men’s PE $112,225 to be
exact.
Other institutions receiving
more than $10,0011 are Spartan
Daily, $40,01/0; (Alice expense,
$26,K33; Music department, $21,936; College Union, $14,256; and
Spartan Programs, $13,235. If
a more detailed outline is desired
one may obtain a copy of the
budget in the Education room of
the library.
Richard :nrey
A 61 IN
Edilor’s Note: The Spartan Daily was allocated only $26,250 for
the 1964-135 school year. We
don’t have the correct figures
oil the other alloeation.

Professor Sees SJS
As Possible Great

I/I

n.1111111(111.

us President
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of Cal, been com-

pletely thwarted in his efforts
at reform by Regents, legislature and fossilized faculty fac-

ai.ting it
f.refitiwss and
right now, we can cause Tower
Hall to zoom nine zillion feet
tall -just like the washing machine on TV so it will be seen
I he count ry

tions.
Dr. .11liert Piorlfr
Since Berkeley seems to repeating history, and has had one
clear chance which it muffed, I
see the coast clear for Spartan
Academy, on Washington Squire,
to be the Johns Hopkins of the
Apathy
latter 20th century.
&
Sanderson
shmapathy us
Mead well stated, if we’ll think
- -
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Students Over 20 Years OM
New LOW Auto Insurance
Rates With A-I Company

Call 379-1422
Ask for: Auto Insurance

JOHN C. VIERHUS
1645 S.

Bascom Ave.

Campbell

aaalormiramirammunar
MALE HEALTH SEEKERS
GET THE NOD

FROM THE

GALS

ON THE BEACH THIS SPRING
As the Daily begins its NerleS
on mediocrity at SJS, it is perhaps timely that we should have
just received and placed on deposit in the library the Commonwealth Club talk of Friday,
12 March 1965, "Combatting
Obsolescence in Education," delivered liy James Killian, chairman and former president ot
MIT.
As one who holds the view
that research and teaching are
Siamese twins, not enemies, I
found this talk highly exciting.
The Q and A period is included
on the tape, including my question as to whether anyone will
ever again be given the freedom
to establish or modernize a high
education campus relevant to the
times, as did Daniel Colt Gilman
in establishing Johns Hopkins,
the first modern American University. about 1875. Killian’s
answer was a definite yes: there
is an unmistakable title running
toward innovation and modernization.
Johns Hopkins would have
happen...1 at Berkeley instead

Why Be Bone).

or Flabby?

Stop In

Today and Let Us Start You on the
Road to Physical Fitness.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

412 E. Santa Ca:a Si.

Call 29-9910

ao,
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’UNCLE .702-111

FINE SERMON,
REVEREND, I’M
GLAD WE CAME!

’YEAH I NOW NOW

ABOUT YOU COMING
10 UNCLE JOHNS?
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UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San JOMI

1413 S. 1,4

Santa Clara -
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Ser% ing Saratoga
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Angelo’s
SPECIAL
of the Day
Served

with Potatoes, Fresh
Bread and Butter.

Vegetable,

Pacific Telephone can offer you a career:
A wide variety of interesting work including supervision, computer programming, statistical and
engineering opportunities.
Opportunities to start at management level.
On-the-job training and many opportunities for
growth and advancement.

Our Recruiter will be on
campus soon. Why not talk
to her? You may learn a lot you
never knew about career opportunities at Pacific Telephone.
Interviewing:
Mondas, Unroll MI

Pacific Telephone
AN EQUAL OPPOR [UNITY EMPLOYER

NEW YORK
STEAK
special
’2"
Cut

CAMELIA

1963

Angelo’s
Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara
Jose, California

San

PRICES FROM $100 TO $1000

14460 Big Basin Way. Saratoga

"In the Village"
867.3111

09eweterJ

Real

Washburn Officers
Planning Activities
f-or This Semester
New nfficers planning spring serrip-s or activities for Washburn
Il.di include Marcy De Dontney,
pre,ident; (*.nine Creath, vitas
president; Diane ToIhurst, secretary; Cheryl Clark, treasurer; and
Suzanne Marquardt, Inter-Dorm
Council (IDC) representative.
Other officers include Cherie
Tracy, second vice president; Susan
Joyce, social chairman; Marie
Zwick. social committee co-chairman; Barbara Silveria, standards
chairman.
Inter-dorm Judiciary (I133) representative is Marge Olsen; WRA
representative, Linda McFadden.
Pal Anderson is cultural chairman.
Bobbie Moton and Anna Santhez are scholarship chairmen.
Coni Bernhardt and Trudy Bell
are publicity chairmen.
Marcia Bramkamp is AWS representative; Jane Van Brunt, food
representative; Jane Net tleship
will edit the Purple Palace Post,
dorm newsletter.
Wing representatives and secretaries were also chosen, along with
two sponsors for the upper division
special program and five members
of the standards committee.

A

Service Sorority
Plans Car Wash
With Free Kisses
Pledges of Phrateres International, service sorority, will
hold a car wash Saturday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Karl’s Shell
Service, at the corner of Fourth
and San Fernando Streets.
The cost will he 99 cents per
car. There will be an extra bonus
of free kisses with each car
wash. Proceeds will go toward
ser%
ofriCe

JUAN SERRANO
Flamenco Guitarist
Sat. Eve,, Mar. 27
8 p.m. Montgomery Theatre
in Civic Aud. Bldg.
Tickets: $3.00.
0
0

Buy Now

For Choice Reserved Seats’
WENDELL WATKINS BOX
OFFICE in Sherman Clay,

1

1
i

s

29 So. 1st St.

pl

CY 3-6252

§
1

scezer

DAILY
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
Sandwich with
soup or salad

60c
San Jose
Cafeteria
2nd and San Fernando

Announcing A
57-Day Study Tour
of Europe

independent claus
AAAAA*AAkkl.**********AAkirkhk *****

ili

* * *

k Ah

*Yr

TOTAL COST FOR FIRST 53
DAYS - $1,569. Last four days
to be individually planned. Price
includes round-trip jet fare from
S.F.
TOUR LED BY DR. STUART HYDE
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF CREATIVE
ARTS, SAN FRANCISCO STATE
COLLEGE.
For brochure giving complete
details, write to Dr. Hyde at
S.F. State College, 1600 Holloway, San Francisco,

The Match Box

e
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sneaks, dinners, dances and tr.. o e still on the agenda fur many
fraternity, sormit y uiitl club ri at !diem.
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.,r speech correction
Phi,
SJS basiness managenient erailoate nom S.M Carlos presently
stationed at Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois.
Menlo Park, to 1.1

TAD DELTA Pill
Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic honor fraternity will hold its
spring semester smoker today at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Cafeteria.
The event is open to all male students with an overall GPA
of 3.00 or above, with at least one full semester completed at SJS.
ANGEL FLIGHT
Applications for membership in Angel Flight are available today
and tomorrow in front of the Spartan Bookstore (torn 10:302:30 p.m.
Applicants must have a 2.25 overall GPA and must carry at
least 12 units.
The group, which acts as campus hostesses and co-sponsors of
campus Air Force anti as campus Arnold Air Si
i
plans
a pre-rush tea Saturday at 10 a.m. tor all winiam inierested in
joining the organization.
ALPIIIIA

OMICRON

ci

.cog, Della Sigma

15

Arlene Patterson, Alpha Chi Omega, freshman interior decoration major from Santa Monica, to Jim Caldwell, Thetis Xi, junior
marl:Wine, major from Campbell.

HELP WEEKSigma Phi Epsilon actives (left to right) Chris
Ottinger, John Kloster, Ken Foster, Gary Whitman and Barry
Jacobs pitch in to move mattresses in storage at the local Goodwill Industry’s plant as part of their recent "Help Week" project. Some 30 men from Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu
and Sigma Pi combined efforts to make "Help Week" a huge
success.

PE

After a busy pledge
kip Week" of running erranils, and answering phones with "A pledge is the most delaced, defiled, infinitesimal particle of moldy protoplasm in existence and an active
Is the epitome of femininity, the acme of perfection and the direct
antithesis of a neophyte," the ladies of Alpha Omicron Pi initiated
10 young ladies.
The lucky 10 include: Barbara Alex, Nit Anderson, Lynn Ballachs;e, Susan Franzen, Susan Gilbert, outstanding pledge; Patricia Morton, Cathy Olsen, Joan Pecchenino, Shelley Wesj and
Cherly Wigand.

Honey Bunny Contest

DELTA ZETA
The ladies of Delta Zeta were recently shaken from their peaceful dreams. After a large breakfast cooked by the pledges, the
actives west’ piled into a has and were escorted to the San Franeiseo
Zoe.
After exploring the zoo, Golden Gate Park and tlw Japanese
Tea Garden, the weary but happy ladies returned to the house and
their uncompleted dreams.
DZ initiates include: Andy Carscaden, Diane Cleary, Marsha
Ellsworth, Carol Fregosi, (outstanding pledge); Marty Keyser, Ann
Lineberger, Donalyn McCurry, Kathy Moe, Kathy Ryder, Linda
Taylor and Pat McCulloch.

Honey Bunny, Hoover Hall’s
annual money-raising drive for
Easter Seals, will begin tomorrow and will last through Friday, April 2.

The wing that makes the most
money has its candidate made
Hoover Hall’s official Honey
Bunny.

bationary period of approximately six weeks. Dining this
time they learn the motto and
goals of the Shields as defined
in their constitution.

mester include President Robert D. Clark, Dean Stanley C.
Benz and Mayor Joseph Pace.
Joint meetings with Spartan
Spears, and a joint community
project are planned.

FORMAL INITIATION

Officers of the Spartan Shields
include Don Phelps, president;
Jack Ullom, vice president;
John Gruehl, secretary; Dick
Kounke, treasurer; and Wes
Watkins, pledge trainer.

After the new members become familiar with various organizations and administrative
bodies on campus, and after
taking part in pledge and regular active projects, they are
formally initiated in Memorial
Chapel.
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this summer on
via
low group rates
A regularly scheduled
flight
Open only to S.J.S.C.
faculty, students,
employees.

with

the

International Israel Summer Institute
for
American, Canadian, English and European
College Students
DEPART:
SPECIAL FEATURES
JULY 8 FOR
3 Day Seminar in London Prior to Arrival in Israel
71/2
WEEKS
Intensive WorkStudy.Travel Program in Israel
COST:
Two -Week Kibbutz Stay
$89500
Seminars with Anglo-Saxons Now Living in Israel
r,
Ur.,

Applications Available From:

STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
515 Park Avenue

New Yo -h, New York 1(022
VINSINIMISMINS.

WIN A WEEKEND IN LONDON
WITH THE DAVE CLARK FIVE
Revlon "SWINGSTAKES"
Featuring:
"NATURAL WONDER COSMETICS"
Get Your

Approximately June 16
to Sept. 8

Only a few seats left

Entry

f31,,nt,... at

-0746
.P.IVARMACY

Call CY 3-3992
518

So.

lOttt St.

Phone 292-5502

at William

toCe.r.r..0"

Win a Honda
just for being born

Meetings are held every Tuesday at 6:15 p.m.

Planned speakers for this se-

EUROPE IN ISRAEL

Sp,msorship: S,,,dort
a Britain)
Federation (

Last year, Hoover donated
nearly $800 to Easter Seals
The wings compete with one
through contest proceeds.
another to raise the most money. In addition, they nominate
.60000401:0:0300110
a man to be their Honey Bunny, !
Fly to Europe

Sophomore Men’s Honor Group
Boasts Replica of Greek Shield
A replica of a shield that is
now in Sparta, Greece, serves
as the official emblem of the
Spartan Shield s, sophomore
men’s honorary organization.
Inscribed on the inside of the
shield are the words, "Presented to San Jose State College on
its Centennial Year, Second of
May, 1957, by the American
Foundation for Greece."
On the front of the 22-inch
shield is the face of a Medusalike god with snakes in its hair,
used to frighten enemies.
SYMBOLIC EMBLESE
The emblem which Spartan
Shield members wear on their
shirts is a symbol of the responsibility, endurance and strength
expected of all Spartans, explained Reed Marquardt, publicity director.
Spartan Shields was organized
in 1949 as an outgrowth of a
former service organization, the
Spartan Knights. The purpose
of the organization has always
been to render service to the
college and to the community.
To qualify for the honorary
organization, sophomore men
must have completed between
15 and 59 units with an overall
grade point average of 2.25 and
a 2.50 for the last semester.
CAMPUS ACTIVITY
They must also have two extra-curricular activities, such as
student government, campus
clubs, athletic activities or fraternal organizations.
Applicants are screened by
a selection committee which
rates each potential member according to his grades, activities
and interview, according to Marquardt.
The men are introduced to
the active members. Those whom
the total membership select
are asked to go through a pro-

ii,

Sandy Lung, junior psychology major from Rossmore, to
Hobert Graby, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, sophomore accounting major
from Nliinlo Park.

Flowers
Say
It
Eloquently
Every Time
See Our Novel
Suggestions Today

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando
Phone 292-8312
THE FINEST ALWAYSAND YOU PAY NO MORE

Your own birth date may have already won you a
Honda in Parker Pen’s Birthday Sweepstakes!

Visiting the major art galleries,
museums, castles, palace s,
Greek and Roman buildings,
and cathedrals in PORTUGAL,
SPAIN, FRANCE, ITALY, AUS
T R I A, CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
GERMANY, BELGIUM, A N D
ENGLAND.
Six units upper division or graduate credit.

AP

Wednesday. March 74, 19C

For example, if your birth date is December 1st, 1942, your entry is 12-1-42. Just fill in the
coupon below -take it to your Parker Dealer for his signature -and then send it to us. And you
might as well know this: you winners have your choice of
Hondas ... the powerful C-110, or the deluxe CA-102.
Congratulations!
Maker 01 the seorida rnui.t wanted pen,

.51:’ PARKER

47rj

Pligze44

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN 8 COUNTRY
VILLAGE

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

ID

New Compact Jotter. First gin -size ball pen made
for girl -size hands. Uses the big 80,000.word Jotter
refill. $1.98.

Take this coupon to your Parker Pen Dealer
or get a coupon from him
Name

Address

TBall Jotter. The world’s first ball pen with stainless steel- writes a clean, clear line up to 80,000
words. $1.98.

Parker IS Convertible. The pen that fills two ways with handy reserve ink cartridges, or from an ink
bottle. Standard model -$5.0O.

122==imminompaa lose el, nes ****** ink

sic...CONS., N.A.

City

State

See your Parker Dealer nett away tor complete Sweepstakes
rules. No purchase required. Contest voided in Wisconsin,
New Jersey, and wherever else prohibited by law. Contest
closes Awn 30, 1955,
send to "Parker Sweepstakes," P. 0. BOX 4909, Chicago.
60677
Birth Date
MONTH Dun
run I
Dealer Signature

’Drama Siudent
To Read Hughes’
Poems for SNCC

French Cellist, Laporte
To Play In Concert Hall
Cellist Lucien Laporti ...;I per- the Spartan Programs Committee. three noted chamber music groups,
form Friday evening in Concert ! The program, entitled "Impor- the Chamber Music Guild of Ne%%
II:ill Ill :I t, melt spot:- 1,1 I ;y tant 20th Century Works for York, the New World String Qua i Piano and Cello," will begin at ’ tet and the original Gullet Strin
Quartet.
15 p.m.
Born in Belgium of French parAccompanying Laporte will be
PART-TIME WORK
Howard Wells, who has ents, Laporte earned highest bon(Male)
.,ired with cellists Joseph Schus- ors at the Conservatoire Royal de
. and Pierre Fournier.
Liege. Under government swatEVENINGS & SATURDAYS
Laporte is scheduled to play sorship, he studied at the Con16 to 20 hrs. $64.80 per weok
.mud l Barbber’s Sonata, Op. 23. !servatoire National de Paris where
Alcoa Scholarships Available
’ ul Hindemith’s Sonata, Op. 25, he received the coveted Premier
3; "Sonate" by Claude Dc- Prix.
For Information see
and Benjamin Britten’s
His American career began with
Mr. Laws
--itata in C, Op. 65.
the New York Symphony OrchesCalif. Dept. of Employment
For the past decade the cellist tra, where Walter Damrosch en970 W. Julian St., San Jose
700 p.m. Thursday Only
been a member of the Paganini gaged him as solo cellist.
.:_pi,irtet. Ile is also founder of
For the performance as soloist
Laporte will play his famous
"Gaffriller" cello, once the property of the Due de Pitti.
Tickets for the concert may be
obtained in B1, The performance
is free to SJS students and faculty.

While the N.,ta mat Association
of Broadcasters and Federal Communications Commission are exchanging blows regarding media
programming and content, future
Fred Scott, senior drama major radio and TV men at SJS are
and 1964 Dorothy Kaucher Award
winner, will be performing in
,.NCC sponsored ’A Night of Wil...an Savoy an and Langston
Hughes," Friday at 8:30, Montiy
mer Theater.
Scott will do interpretations of
Langston Hughes poetry in readlog form.

Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, candidate on the Freedom-Democratic
parts’ slate for Mississippi state
congress, will be featured guest
speaker of the evening.

SAN ito&E

FOREitii CAR SERVICE

Admission Is $2 for general
public and $1 for students.

Expert repa;ring for
All Makes and
Models

Charter Flight New York-Europe $264.00 R.T.
June 15, N.Y. to Brussels

11.

Brussels to N.Y.

SIERRA TRAVEL OF BEVERLY HILLS

Brakes
Tune-ups
Carbs General Repairs
Engines
Transmissions
STUDENTS: 10. OFF WITH A SB CARD!

.23,

Sept

Phone (213) 274.0729

9875 Santa Mom,’ Blvd.

All Foreign and Sport Cars

180 S. Markel St.
Acro,s From Park

STUDIO EL RANCHO

286-1100

294.2041
292-6779 ALMA and ALMADEN
396 SOUTH FIRST
"LUS RILEY’S BACK
"MY BLOOD PUNS COLD"
"TOMB OF LIGEIA"
IN TOWN"
"NIGHTMARE IN THE SUN"
STUDENT RATE

MELINDA SHAW
... "Julie

Ann"

Book Review
By Putney

This is
the week
to do something
about
your future!

This week the Bell System
recruiting team will be on your
campus.
They’re here to talk to people
who want to put their educations to work in the fast-growing,
fast-moving communications
business.
Maybe that includes you.
We’re interested in engineering, business and liberal arts
seniors who have done well and
who expect to keep on doing

We work in

space...

well.

We want people who are
acquiring the habit of success.

and under the sea...

We can strengthen it.
The Bell System is where
people find solutions to exciting
problems. Bell System companies are equal opportunity
employers.
If you haven’t done so already,
you owe it to yourself to find
out what the Bell System can
offer you. Sign up now at the
Placement Office for an appointment with our representatives.
This might be the week your

Page and Sheri Bronton. "Turkish
Lady."
Also on the program are Tom
Taggart, Glenn I leorterson. John
Peterson and Dave Schlesinger.
Graduate student Bob Getsla
will engineer the program and
take over the host’s spot during
part of the first show.

Dr. Snell Putney, associate professor of sociology, will review
"Normal Neurosis," the book which
he and his wife wrote, at today’s
Book Talk at 12:30 p.m. in cafeteria A and B.
The theme of the book is 111;,,
neuroses may be normal. In I.
talk, Dr. Putney plans to list
key ideas of tlw book, induct I
one or two neuroses in Ameni,..
cult ure.
He will also mention some idi
he and his wife, Dr. Gail J. Pto
ney, assistant professor of sociology, have had since they wrote the
"Normal Neurosis- last year.
The Book Talk will provide st;t
dents the unusual opportunity of
talking to the author about his
own work. "I hope that anyone
who has read the book will bring
questions and arguments to the
Book Talk that they would like
to discuss," the sociology proles stated.
The husband and wife team
written a number of articles on
sociology. Today’s speaker has also
appeared before SJS students on
three previous occasions. In one
of his speeches he related nuclear
war in Russia and the United
States to normal neurosis.
"Normal Neurosis" is available
In the Spartan Bookstore.

Cl

FOLK VARIETY
Slated for Monday’s show are
eight doubles and six singles.
BOB SHORT
Accompanying himself on the
guitar, Hayes will open the Monphotos by Jon Lewis
day night show. In the 60 minutes that follow, SJS will reveal
a wide range of folk entertainment.
Slated for the first program
are Karen Koshgarian who will
sing "Just a Little Rain," Bo.
Short, "It was a Very Good Year:
Melinda Shaw, "Julie Ann," and
Dennis Campanga, "It Isn’t Nice."
ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
In the doubles, entertainers inAT DISCOUN1 PRiCES
clude Cindy Rosales and Margq
PURITAN OIL CO.
Wall with "Monsieur Le Creue
6th & KEYES
Re;" Bob Mongori and Bing Jensen. -Don’t Think Twice." and
JCIMENNITh.
- WK)1420V4AlAwskiriwitwswe ire q.t.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

c

ROMANCE YOUR 01,
note dancing our ilite4
Wed and Thurs.
Ozzie Peterson Trio

2 Dorcc rf,0 s

S.tt
Marty Procaccio
ana
The Hofbrau Band

11.4ain Floor
Mezzanine
d....\

1,11

Lli

carden City 11o/Irceu
51 So. Market

61

and over the land ...

7-2002

CY

Years in San Jose

in faltion . . .
forever in Siyie

MOTOR HOTEL

Every room
a suite

BELL SYSTEM
the world’s
finest communications

to provide

Two-room suite
for price of bedroom.
Singles from $8;
doubles from $10.
*Free 24-hour limousine service to
and from airport with free direct
phone service from airport gap
gage counter to hotel.
*Taking an early morning flight?
Sleep at hotel, leave your car there
free of charge and use limousine
service to and from airport. Savo
en parking fees.
*Direct dial phone: In every Unit
Full room service Including food.
Restaurant, coffee shop. Free TV.
Air conditioning. Heated pool.

4200W. Century Blvd.
INGLE WOOD, CALIF.

677-1155
frtVill..1:11304

. . . a diamond engagement and wedding ring
et frcm our outstanding collection. We have
excellent values in
styles to thrill every bride
every price rarge!
Open tharany ever:Ong
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future comes into focus.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies

’seeking to keep pace with their
college community’s pulse.
On the national level, persistent
criticisms deal with broadcasters’
alleged reluctance to experiment
with fresh approaches, plots and
pi c.ientations.
"Campus Folk "bur" is an
imag,nati,c SJS experiment ---a
pilit ’wog ’am that promises a
glimpse of a seldom-seen facet
of Spoil an life.
-Campus Folk Hour" premieres
Mitmlay at 8 p.m. over KSJS-FM,
the college radio station I 90.7 t.
At the fore is host Terry Hayes,
key catalyst in presenting this
taped fanfare of campus folk singers and folk music groups.
Holm-LONG SHOW
The program will bring 14 folk
entertainers to the air in its debut. ,,The hour-long show is the
result of months of planning and
two weeks of recording sessions.
"We’ve been overwhelmed with
the response to our first audition
.,penings," Hayes said. More than
50 persons, involving 35 singles
or group acts, signed up logo on
"Campus Folk Hour" in the first
week and a half.
"It’s remarkable how professional are most of the acts, who
have showed an interest in being
on the show," commented the
20-year-old radio and television
major. "As far as I know, nothing
of this sort of programming has
ever been tried at KSJS," he added.
We designed the show to feature "everything from Flamenco
to Bluegrass" and to take advantage of the campus talent in trios,
doubles. singles or larger instrumental or vocal groups, Hayes indicated.

William Saroyan’s "Hello Out
There," will be produced by the
group as well.
The Good News Singers, a folksinging group, are also scheduled
to appear.

-OW

’Campus Folk Hour ’On the Air’

SINCE 1904

Post and San Fern.1, t n,
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SJS Nine
Gets Set
For USF

SJS Net Star Rich Anderson
Tops Former NCAA Champion
By ROLAND ZECHMEISTER
. . and the winner hi Rich
Anderson, 6-4, 6-3 over Whitney
Reed!"

The San Jose State baseball
team, now fully recovered from
weekend’s series with Fresno,
square off against the UM., say of San Francisco in a twiit double-header beginning at
it. to Municipal Stadium.

The scene was the Spartan
tennis courts. The date was Saturday, Match 13. The event was the
Men’s
Tennis
Tournament
of
Champions.
Rich Anderson, San Jose State
tennis team’s itusulter MIN mun.
had just defeated former 5.15
racketstar, and Nt ’A A singles
CIMMIMM, Whil,wy Reed, who
two years ago 1% aS ranked number
le
player in the
Irnitid States, played on the
United Stales Day is Cup Icani,
and is still ranked nationally.

I;adio Station KSJS-FM 90.7 will
carry the game beginning at 4:55
with Ken Allan and Rich Heimanhi:milling the the play-by-play
tii its t -game show.
ilcad Coach Ed Sohczak hasn’t
maned starting pitchers yet, howcver. he has narrowed pitching
dud irs
i three possibilities, John
Ly,m , I!. Ii. Bill Ardis 114) or Bill
Schmidt 11-21.

"I started in tennis relatively
lute," said the 21-year-iddi Anderson. "I began playing at the age
of 16, at the end of my junior
year in high school. That will be
five years ago this summer. I
liked the sport and I kept on
playing."
The 5 ft. 10 in., 150 lb. senior
physical ethical ion tnajor was
High
Lincoln
graduated from
School, San Francisco, in June of
1961.
At Lincoln high School, Anderson lettered in light w,ight
swimming in his sopl llllll ore and
junior years. In his sold
junior and senior years, he let1,red In lightweight basketball.
Me wasn’t tall enough for varsity.) hi lightweight swimming,
Anderson made all -city finals.
He also lettered in track, as
a sprinter for Herbert Hoover
Junior High School in San Francisco.
"My interest in tennis began
when a friend of mine took me to
see a national junior tennis tournament," said Rich. "I started
playing with a friend who was a
better player than I, but he got
me started."

’the Spartans got Monday off
following Friday night’s 17 inning
marathon with Fresno. The game,
m.hich took over four hours to
complete, is the longest the Spartans have played in two years. In
1963, Fresno shut out SJS 1-0 in
13 innings.

’N‘
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ANDERSON IN ACTIONRich Anderson, No. I

man on the

SJS varsity tennis team, recently defeated Spartan alumnus and
former NCAA champ Whitney Reed. Anderson is undefeated in
the current season.
second team. He lettered in tennis high school days to his educational
stint at SFCC, the left-handed
in his senior year.
"In tennis," said Anderson, racket ace competed in varitat"one of the nice things is. unlike Northern California Junior tat,
some sports, size and physical 18 and under) Tennis Tournastat il,. are subordinate to skill. ments ranking 17th in singles
Proressi llll all tennis player, Ken Northern California. Ile played
Rosevvall, the best tennis player doubles with Bob Murio.
"I received a few tennis scholin the world, stands only 5 ft.
arship offers from four-year in7 in.
"However," Rich added, "a good stitutions, including one from
tall man is usually better than KIS," said Rich. "I decided to
take the one from SJS, because,
a good short man."
In his high school tennis com- next to Southern California,
Northern California is the best
petition, Rich won all but one
tennis area in the nation.
match. His lone conqueror that
At SJS, Rich started playing on
season was a man who would
later be his teammate, current the Spartan tennis team, tinder the
number two man on the Spartan coaching of head Spartan tennis

In the second semester of his
senior year, Anderson decided
not to go out for swimming, but
to try out for the tennis team.
It was at this point the lefthanded tennis star’s spectacular team, then of Lowell High School,
San Francisco, Bob Murio.
career began in earnest.
"Muria beat me quite soundly,
After playing only six months,
by a !wore of 6-3, 6-1," said
Anderson made fourth man on the
Anderson, recalling that match.
"Bob’s father, John Murio, was
one of the greatest tennis players In the world."
From September of 1961 to
June of 1963, Rich attended San
Francisco City College (SFCC).
The SFCC. tennis team won the
California State Junior College
Championships in 1962, and won
this tournament again in 1963.
"I was number three man on
is.
the team," said Anderson. "Mario
came to SFCC in 1963. He was
Rats .Wedgies
number two man. Our number one
w. s ve your she
player was a man named Bob
AAAAA to B
Siska. Siska has been ranked na81/2 to 12
tionally the last three or four
59.9111 to
years in the top 35 in singles."
$24.95
In Mt and 1963, Anderson
qualified to play in the California
State Junior College
charge =county
open Thurs. ’til 9
Tennis Championships. The competition entered in the California
State Junior College Championships consists of the 16 top Junior college tennis players in the
10 L SAN ANTONIO
CY2409.
state.
[Sawn.. San hoe
In the span of years from his

Bautiful
,Shoes for
4

’bids

Si-tiose world tennis
pion and current I.S. Davis
Cup coach, Punch() Gonzales will
play an exhibition match against
Pancho Segura, Saturday. In the
Spartan Gym. The exhibition
Is scheduled to start at 8 p.m.
coach and 1952 NAIA singles
champion, Butch Krikorian. Rich
is currently number one player
on the team, topping his old high
school nemesis, Bob Murio, for top
spot on the team.
In 1964, Anderson made semifinals in the Northern California
Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament, but lost to Stanford’s
Jim Best.
In that same year, Anderson
took the WCAC singles and doubles championships.

Sobezak has been pleased with
the play of the Spartans lately,
"We had a couple of tough ones
during the weekend," he explained, "but I felt we deserved
a better fate. It was a game of
inches Friday, but we were just
a little short. -

Sport Guide;
Grid Exams
INTRA3I1 it U.S
The Banans meet the Re71771
6 tonight in the Men’s Gym for the
Lower Division Independent Basketball Championship.
In other games, all played in
the Men’s Gym, the Awful-Awfuls
meet the Animals at 7 p.m. and
the Burdicks challenge Alpha Phi
Alpha at 8.
All six-man volleyball entries are
due in MG121 tomorrow at noon.
FOOTBALL
Physicals for spring football will
be given during the next four
weeks at the south campus each
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
between I and 5 p.m.

Wednesday, March 24 WS

SPARTAN DAITT-5

Sprint Star Smith Discusses
Recent Selma Protest March
EDITOR’S NOTE: Or. Bruce Ogilvie
and Or. Thomas %do hare conducted
psychological tests on athletes for
serarel years. They will dep.irt for
Europe April 10 where they will present their findings at seminars and
psychological institutes in Rome, London, thrived*, and other meas.

witted students who were protesting in this symbolic way the
denial at the most basic human
righlr to tin people ill,r1.:11,1Ii
my pride a hundredfold.

ii

ships.
-

Open Tonite ’til 9
OBOOK
v STORE

United Radio & T.V. Supply

ELECTRONIC PARTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose
CARAGE EUROPA

WELCOME

_

CARE FOR A
4.0 ? ? ?
Use an easy to work
system now released
after 4 years of research.
Our test cases averaged
a 3.46 at the Univ. Calif.
at Berkley.
Send $1 to:
Box 36051
2650 Haste
Berkeley 4, Calif.

Your

NEW PLEDGES
with

FLOWERS
by
CampuJ 5loweri
318 South Tenth

Phone 297-4665

Street

KLH

Apartment-S;zed

STEREO ’209"

Compact Size with Big Hi-Fi Sound
High Style will compliment your

aRc-;r::-T,,,i-fit

Come in for your demonstration rojay!

SIIIRTMAKERS

INDIA MADRAS

...W*

lifergIFAIttet

Trust Us
We’ll find a way to get
you to the snow this
Easter. Split costs with a
rider ... find one through
the Classified’s Transportation Section.
1206

294-6414, Ext. 2465
10:30-3:30 daily

8.95

Incomparable India Madras carries the
convict* of colorings that get richer
and purer with each washing. Incisive
native shades set off the surely flared
button-down collar and short sleeves that
make news. This meticulous pullover
adjusts easily to the heat
OPEN EVERY WEEKNIGHT

I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

MANN HAUS
Traditional Clothiers
419 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

Charge It!

243 3352

18280114E21CM

ALCO PARAMOUNT ELECTRONICS
79 So. 3rd Street

Open Mon.. Thurs., Fri. ’tit 9.30

II ’ It.

"The congratulations of the
marchers imps-coned Inc with the
fact that I can now lend my voice
Dead, Department of Psychology to the cause of justice and not
We are continually besieged by simply demonstrate by the use of 1,1 YIN,’
inquiries about what are the feelings of a person who exhibits behavior that meets the criterion
CO.
Best in the U.S.
The second question we hear so
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
frequently is how does the manIli:, champion, affect the individual
involved?
In Tom Smith, who tied the 200meter world record we have had a
(ham* to substantiate what we
have found in nearly all men who
Open Evenings
1425 W. San Carlos Street
meet t he challenge and emerge vicCYpress 8i212
TiU
9
P.M.
has
complete
conhe
torious. First,
fidence in himself. "I knew I could
do this," Smith said. "I am rim
afraid of the responsibility that is
a part of being on top."
When asked how he will feel
to have everybody shouting at him,
he responded with. "It will only
Repair of Volkswagen Mercedes Porsche
make me try all the more. All my
life I have avoided expressing my/1.7:11LS.
self as a person in every area except athletics. My Texas social
heritage only reinforced my relucMASTER MECHANICS
850 Lincoln Aye
Trained in Germany
San Jose 25, Calif.
tance to speak out as a person
Werner
292-5675
Zollenkopt
with dignity.
As I left Sun Jose on Saturday, March IS, in an tffort to
catch up with the students
marching to San Francisco in
protest of Selma, my heart was
filled with pride in what I bad
of the
accomplished. The
hundreds ot the deep!) COMBy DR. BRUCE OGILVIE

WRESTLING
Loren Miller, SJS wrestler, left
Monday for Laramie, Wyoming to
Championcompete in the Nat

I

1.1’ :1H,11...1 1.1
Great
all
personal
pl’i IcS
I 1,, st aits:
ti..ns
courage. to
which I can otO iidd, look out
is ill. %% hen tint!),
and
cont.:1:4,
s
Ims I2.01
till it ei

San Jose
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n stir
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WeaneAny. March 24. 11413

Women Managers Talk
’Women as Managers" will be ager of Macy’s Department Store executive services in Sunnyvale;
theme of the fifth annual in San Francisco; and a panel and conclusions. Miss Barbara
cremation supervisor,
seminar workshop in the Profes- discussion, conducted by Miss Sampson,
Mountain View; Patrick M. Wilsional Development Series, to be Wilma Strickland, moderator and
liams, assistant professor of it:Iheld Saturday in the cafeteria assistant professor of manage- da:Arial relations.
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
ment.
The program is sponsored by the
of Industrial Relations,
The program includes a welcome
Among luncheon talks will be Institute
by Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean -My Career in Management" by Business Division, and the Peninof the Business Division; a key- Miss Bette Oxborrow, manager. sula District California Federanote address. "The Talented Wom- Western Girl, San Francisco, a tion of Business and Professional
an - America’s Wasted Resource," panel discussion, led by Mrs. Nor- Women’s Clubs.
t
Information may be obtained by
by Miss Marion Trembly, man- ma Johnson, assistant director of
contacting Prof. Williams, LC211
or by calling 294-6414, ext. 2647.
the

Milking Contest
"Dunn sill the Farm" is the
theme of tonight’s Co-Rec program in the Women’s Gym and
PER Building from 7:30 to 9:45.
The special event will be a
milking contest with the winners
receiving a quart of chocolate milk
as a prize.
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AUTOMOTIVE 121
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TIRE CHAINS - Sales &
Navarra & Lehmann Bros..
294-0204.
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CORVAIR 61
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SHARE HOME
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FOR SALE (3)
NEED I MALE
WEDDING invitations. 300 for $2’.
Wedd2"1 Pre s 295 0946,
HUGE ARTISTIC FURNISHED
4.5 Hs. Cm.1
II) PRESS CAMERA .
I GIRI TO SHARE 5111(1n
Cra
NEW
, s 1,5, C,
boots. Si
8996.
STEREO SET, 7 vrs. old. Portable.
2,.44 -2 Atter 6 p.m.
Marker
HEAD MASTERS
SERVICES Ill
167 E. Wil
HANDMADE SANDALS
TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Worl
guaranteed. Jo Vine. 378-8577.
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Cho
HELP WANTED 141
Bailey, 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
PART TIME WORK - Eves. & Sat. 10- TYPING - Term paper. thesis, et.
15
week. Flexible. Guarantee Pica electric. 243-6313.
IS hr
aval, to start. Car & references nn’
Must be over 19. Complete training pre, SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS, boys or girl
gram. Fuller Brush Co. Phone 6-8 p.m.. Sewing, fitting, designing and failorin
293-5009.
377.3430.
eOLCrCti 0NT-087U-1417Y - hr ynunq TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections mad.’
nie hr r-rncjit Mrs. O’Neill. 377.7843.
TV’S FOR RENT
Special student rates, $8 per mo. Ca
177 7935 af.er 4 p
MAN
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WANT RIDERS TO SEATTLE. I
Intl, I
, 744

HOUSING IS)

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office J706
MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30
Send Is him+, order blank. Endow

MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
Now apt
-Mon. Best frmr1 ri t.
& Issued.
uni’s. Linen & maid ser.
I, 1. 3 TV’s. 122 N. 8th. CY 5-9504.

5:

tg rm. paneled
I BEDROOM APT.,
th, Mar. apt. 4. 295-8101.
2 BR APT NR SJS .

cash or check. Make check out
Sov fan Daily Classifieds.
a 01-3,.. 704 44 I 4 F,rs 745.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a lino

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
emeunt lor

each additional lino

Print poor ad

here.
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Walk in now for
Hof brau Style Food-Moderate Prices
.50
Rossi
Bea
irginia Baked Ilion
kosher S1)11. Cornell Reef
Torkil
Road i I
(limiest ,1,1 Pastrami
Roust Till Le-. h‘11
- COMBINATION PLATES Sits :1 meats $2.00
Any 2 meats
1,11, sal 1111lis 77111.- I 111.1,1
.145
I

Thied r

iit

Itarlierpied Reans.,

" Bread Mill Hotter

the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from ;85 Per Month.
CY 5-2626
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Visit

Located in the Saint Claire Hotel
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PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTISEMENT

God Is Easy

Address

(Io rot doss) Enrioss

Nennian Club, 8 p.m., 79 S.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., ED331. FRI It.
Pledges meet in College Union.
Baptist St intent Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
Memorial Chaise!. Tape recording
fraternity, 7:30 p.m., cafeteria A
by Gregg Walcott: "My Witness
and B. Pledge smoker. All qualiand My Christ."
fied men welcome.

Spartan

10 Lire IF

party.

The talk begins at 2:30 p.m.
and is sponsored by the ASH Lecture Committee, Academic Council
Lecture Committee and Sangha
Club. Students, faculty and the
public are invited.
Reps will discuss exploring the
possibilities of unleashing natural
genius in ordinary work through
new uses of the sensory system.
These uses are not so new, for
they have been privately known
in the Orient for centuries.

gii

Garman( Alpha Chl, 3 p.m., J101.

BakmaS
Flower
Shop

II

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions

Santa Clara

Vi
tat
an

Summer JOBS

an
en
ti

10th &

CY 2.0462

OVER 10,000

. United Sri 17
Europe, A. 3 33-r3
,331h Amer;ca. So. in are
hoe ;keying,csr,re are exciting, all are
worthwhile summer iohs tor college sit,
oents . . . THE KIND OF WORK YOU
ENJOY.
OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE: Resorts, dude
ryncnes. park concessions, motets, summer
ramp., dosernment. industry, international
,pyth orgonitation... exchange programs,

tlial
willt a

greeting card.

PAUL’S
GREETING CARDS

NATIONAI
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES INSTITUTE
STUDFAit LNIPLCtYMENI DIVISION
1750 Penmykania A.p. N.W.
h., D.C.
Cenilemeo
r33sh GUIDE TO
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Chei
Enclo.e is St U Cysh
Nan.,’ (print)
5,00

34 Fountain Street
292-3565

School

be
ju
sa
k

0 I

From
failure properly to understand God comes a world of
unhappiness among good Christians even today. The Christian life
is thought to be
glum, unrelieved cross-carrying under the eye of
stern Father who expects much and excuses nothing. He is austere,
peevish, highly temperamental, and extremely hard to please. The
kind of life which springs out of such libelous notions must of minessity be but a parody on the true Rh( in Christ ...

you’re
sure
to
score

.1 PERFECT
FOR11.11,

The truth is that God is all lore, and those who trust Him
need know nything but that love. He is just. indeed, and He will
not condone sin: but through the blood of the everlasting covenant
He is able to act toward us exactly as if we had never sinned. Toward
the trusting Ions of Has His mercy will always triumph over justice.

of

111:GIN’S If Till TIIE

(74.
..11

RIGHT CoRSAGE

The fellowship of God is delightful beyond all felling. He corn.
mulles with His redeemed ones in an easy, uninhibited fellowship that
is restful and healing to the soul. He is not sensitive nor selfish nor
temperamental.

in...
Your special date

fe

deserves that special
corsage, especially
It/It’ll it’s front . . .

34weri Ay
\ale Marie
iTHE Campus Florist,

WHITE L(EVIS’
CALIFORNIAN MODEL

Tops for sports, for school, for just goof in’
off -that’s WHITE LEVI’S -the long lean
pants; with the famous name. Get a couple
of pairs -in traditional off-white and your
favorite sportswear colors!

THE WORKINGMAN’S STORE

Confnmporrtry Ckrisfirtns on CrtnipuS

791, Palo Alto
ikiliosimmuttutiotssosnotstmtnomiiiiimoiliossottuitolooitimmontotoomunititmium

rai
ty
co
str

4-k1FLP./4

Nothing twists and deforms the soul more than low or unworthy conception of God. Certain sects, such as the Pharisees, while
they held that God was stern end austere, yet managed to maintain
a fairly high lava’ of attrarnal morality: but their righteousness was
only outward. Inwardly they were "whited sepulchres" as our Lord
Himself told them. Their wrong conception of God resulted in a
wrong idea of worship. To a Pharisee, the Sarlita of God was a bond
age which he did not love, bat from which he could cot escape with
out a loss too great to bear. The God of the Pharisee was not God
easy to live with, so his religion became grim and hard and loveless.
It had to be so, for our notion of God must always determine the
quality of our religion ...

Box 1 1

p

These positions and more am listed In Hee
1965 EDITION of the GUIDE TO SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT (now in its fourth pearl.
For the best in summer jobs, order yours
todayl
Mall coupon NOW!
The BEST JOBS are taken early.

that -pestial
fiestas

4

Folk Musk. Club, 7:30 p.m.,
M250. Tapes of Smoky Mountain
music and share-song session.

The Emporium: business, marketing, economics, liberal arts majors for positions as trainee in
executive training program starting in San Francisco store, working in sales and supervisory capacities, progressing to assistant
department manager and upward
in merchandising or operations.

Remember

board,

American
Chemical
Society,
1:30 p.m., S164. Two color films:
"The Chemistry of Life" and "How
Did Life Begin?"

Procter and Gamble Distributing Company: all majors for positions in sales leaching into sales
management. Citizenship required.
Male only. Work in Northern California.

"Genius at Work" is the title of
a lecture It, he delivered by Paul
Reps, author and scholar, in Concert Hall tomorrow.

Judicial
Union,

International
Relations Club,
30 p.m., C11161. Business meeting.

majors for positions in management and administration in fields
of sales, business office supervision, traffic, accounting and
data processing management. Citizenship required.

1 Topic of Paper

’Genius At Work’
Topic of Lecture
By Author Reps

AWS

College

Job Interviews

HI.

Dille!, 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth.

Home Economics Club, 7 p.m.,

Private Language

"Satan’s first attack upon the human race was his sly effort to
destroy Eve’s confidence in the kindness of God. Unfortunately for
her and for us, he succeeded too well. From that day. men have had
a false conception of God, and if is exactly this that has cut out
from under them the ground of righteousness and driven them to
reckless and destructive living.

What He is today we shall find Him tomorrow and the next day
and fhe next year. He is not hard to please, though He may be hard
Iv satisfy. He expects of us only what He hes Himself first supplied.
He is quick to mark every simple effort to please Him, and just as
quick to ovnrlool imperfections when Hsi knows we meant to do His
will. He loves as far ourselves and valises our love more than galaxies
of newly created worlds ...

Orlocel, 7 p.m., CH235. TOMORROW:

Le Centle Francais, 3:30 p.m.,
Arnold Air Society, 7 p.m.,
cafeteria A. Plans for skating Exchange mills Angel Flight.

Hosts and hostesses in Russian
costume will welcome college stuAll inters less
will be held ii
dents from SJS and other area the Placement Center, ADM234.
to
Miss
Tamara
colleges, according
Check at the center for time
Katkov, social chairman. Refresh- of interviews.
served.
ments will be
T031 OR ROW :
Students wishing further inforThe Pastille Telephone and Telemation may contact Miss Katkov graph Company-Western Electric
at 286-3856.
Conspausy: liberal arts and business

The meeting, according to Paul
Oler, club president, will be held
at 8 p.m. in CH162. All interested
students may attend.

"Mei.. nein&

Hawaiian ChM, 7 p.m., 111250.

A sing-along time will feature
Russian songs in phonetic English.

A paper entitled -What About
Private Language?" will be read
before the Philosophy Club today
by Richard Loofburrow, graduate
assistant.

How good it would he if we could learn flint God is easy to live
with. God is the sum of all patience and the essence of kindly good
will. We please Him most, not by frantically frying to make ourselves
good, but by throwing ourselves into His arms with all our imperfections, and believing that He understands everything and loves us still."
A. W. Toler, The Root of the Righteous, Christian Publications
Inc., 1955.

0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

oPersonals

I’ll,

::11-nre7sap. hr.

$JO MONTH

CHECK a
CUISSIFICATiON:

I

79) 5419 oft. S.
UNAPPR. I BDRM. APT., .tr. 8 qb 7:
,
’ 746-3933. $85 mo.
SINGLE RMS. $35. Double $30. IC!, r
e, TV, Barbenue
S. deil re-.
67, S. 6th. 292.1895 & 295

STUDEtiil will

HCNDA

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS.
1206. San lose State
College. San lose 14.
(11111.

-

RENT --

l,iEED I YALE

57 YOLKS

To buy, sell, rent, or
anything.
announce
lust fill out and clip
this bandy cider
blank

-

SAINTF CIA1111." HI 11

796 S. 10th. Apt. I, 286.3T,
Furnished 1 br. apt..
,ruir., 408 S. 5th, No. 19.
ROOMMATE needed IF). across (rpi.

FORD

’58 MGA
I.
’57 CHEV

.

$30 MONTH - Clean rooms, 1/2 block
liv. rm., showers. No lease
. IS,
.’. pd. 297.1327 .
L’’
ONE BDRM. DUPLEX, $85. Huge MOT
111th & San Carlos. Call rn-,-

’SS BUICK CENTURY
’60

Cr.

2 ROOMS - I reg. size. 1 large w/
Cooking opt. $35 & $40.
Girl over 21. Call eves. & wknds. 2929105.

Bit. John Hanse, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, speakes on "The
Alpha Eta Hinson, 7;30 p.m., USDA Safeguards Family Health."
I.N401. Accounting lab for stuSociety for the Advancement of
dents wishing help in accounting.
Management,
6:30
p.m.,
Ste.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., 1117.
Claire Hotel buffet room. Dinner
Pershing Rifles, 7:30 p.m., 849. ineeting. Spe a k e r is Horace
General meeting.
TODAY:

Jose.
Mrs. Romanoff will instruct folk
Admission is free but limited to dances and give some background
ASB card holders.
of Russian culture. Another dancer
will portray, in costume, some
Russian characters,

"Rethinking Viet Nam" will be lessor of English; Morris Forbes,
the subject of a Seventh Street professor of sociology: Thornton
tomorrow at noon featuring
Hooper, personnel counselor, and
Dr. U.S. Mitchell,
the Rev. Mark Rutledge, UCCF
Dr. Mitchell, a Baptist business(United Campus Christian Fellowman who has spent the past five
ship) pastor.
years studying world trouble.
spots and problems, is speaking
Co-sponsors of the program are
under the auspices of the Roger
the Wesley Foundation, (MethodWilliams
Fellowship,
American ist), UCCF (Presbyterian, United
Baptist student organization.
Church of Christ and Disciples
Also on the program are Dr. of Christ ), and the Charming Chili
Marion Richards, associate pro- I Unitarian).

Spartaguide

40-

Russian atmosphere and Russian
Featured activities include: vol- culture are the dual intents of a
basketball, party tomorrow night at 8 in cafeleyball,
badminton,
ping-pong. swimming, table ten- teria A and B.
nis and dancing.
The party, sponsored by Russian
Music for the dancing will be Club, is called "Russian Holiday"
provided by "The Conquests," a and will feature well-known ballet
rock and roll combo from San dancer, Mrs. Francesca Romanoff.

Spartan Daily Viet Nam Discussion Set
Classifieds
MALE to shore new unapp. apt. $36.25
; ’ 298.1524.
LARGE SINGLE RM. - Males. $35 $
’
720 S. 3rd.
UPPER DIV. male student to share Ige
I. 46 S. 12th. $30.
NOW RENTING Student Housing. Im.
.1 ,n-y. Convenience. Lou
media,
tulles" appli, for summer ran.
-ire, A
’r’. Sum. Rates. 695 S. 1 1 th. 286-3057

Russian Club
To Sponsor
Culture Fete

/18
0th & Santa Clar

W.

Santa Clare

St., San Joso

295.4121

Open ’til 9
ttaft(lt Vr/bNir -ii7iiifiebiltr\Via

Mon. & Thurs.

All Parking Tickets

Validated

